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Abstract
Bison Gear and Engineering Corporation is a motor manufacturing company. To ensure
quality, Bison must test the current through its manufactured motors to verify that they are within
proper operating conditions. The designed product provides an automated solution to measuring
the motor current of the 560 and 562 series Hollow Shaft Offset Gear motors under emergency
power conditions. The product is user friendly and efficient. It requires minimal operator input
and automatically tests the motor in the clockwise and counter-clockwise directions. The system
delivers a pass or fail to the operator, and archives serialized motor current data at the end of
each test. The product also includes an user interface which allows the operator to observe the
maximum current, current range, and the time remaining before a pass or fail result is delivered.
The supervisor interface allows the client to access previously tested motor data. The client
supervisor has the ability to generate a query based on the following parameters: pass, fail, date
or motor id. The report will provide the client with the date the motor was tested, the maximum
current in both clockwise and counter-clockwise directions, the current range in both clockwise
and counter-clockwise directions, and the pass or fail status of the motor. Accuracy of the current
sensing circuitry is essential to ensuring the overall reliability of the final product as determined
by the Failure Mode Effect Analysis. Through product testing, it was found that the current
sensing circuity was highly accurate, and the device functioned properly.
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Introduction
At Bison Gear and Engineering Corporation in St. Charles, IL, the current through newly
manufactured motors must be tested for manufacturing defects before the sale of said motors.
The testing is needed for Bison Gear and Engineering Corporation’s 560 and 562 Hollow Shaft
Offset Gear motors and thus exists on two assembly lines. There are two types of electrical tests
that need to be performed to ensure proper operation. One of these tests is done under emergency
power conditions when the motor operates on 12-volts. The present device used for this testing is
an analog meter which an assembly worker needs to monitor for both clockwise and
counterclockwise operation of each manufactured motor. The assembly worker would watch the
current values to identify certain conditions which indicate a malfunction within the motor. This
test slowed down production by requiring constant monitoring from the operator, and ultimately
creates a bottleneck at the end of the production line.
The goal of this project was to automate the testing process on these assembly lines to
alleviate the bottleneck that exists as a result of the present monitoring process. The overall
project was designed to the specifications required by the client, Bison Gear and Engineering
Corporation. In addition to automation of the test monitoring process, it was requested that the
new device incorporate an improved method for serial number acquisition. To accomplish this, a
handheld scanner was used. The inclusion of a scanner reduced the possibility of user data entry
error as well as increased data entry speed and ease of use. It was also requested that the data
from each test be stored for possible use in future trend analysis. This was accomplished by
storing the data locally, and then making it available on a supervisor’s computer. With the new
design, the assembly worker scans a serial tag and connects the power leads to the motor, but
they no longer need to watch the device or motor during the test process. The device
automatically runs the test in its entirely and alerts the user when it is complete. The device then
indicates on its display whether the motor passed or failed the test. The automated device saves
time and allows cohesive flow of the assembly line.
The new automated design will benefit Bison Gear and Engineering Corporation
significantly. The device allows the assembly worker to spend the time they previously spent
watching the analog testing device on other assembly line procedures; and, in doing so, will
speed up the production process as a whole. According to a study by Copenhagen Business
School which compared productivity and employment figures from different industries which
utilized varying levels of automation, automation has a significant positive impact on
productivity in the short term as well as the long term (Kromann, Skaksen, and Sorenson, 2011).
Thus, this device has the potential to increase the productivity of the assembly line both in the
reduction of man hours required and in the simplification of the last stage of the line.
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Description of Design
The newly designed device will be able to replace the previous manual testing device and
will fully automate the process with minimal input from the operator. An easy to use worker user
interface has been designed to aid in the testing process. All of the operator’s interactions will be
done through this interface. The operator just needs to scan the serial number of the newly
manufactured motor, plug the leads from the motor into the device, and start the measuring
process with a button in the worker user interface. This device then measures the current through
the motor. It measures the current levels in both clockwise and counter-clockwise directions.
Once the measuring process is finished, the device will determine whether the current has
exceeded 150 milliamps or surpassed a ripple of 30 milliamps. If the current does exceed either
of these set values, the device will find that the motor has failed. On the other hand, if the current
levels are within these limits, the device will find that the motor has passed. A notification on the
worker user interface will then be sent to notify the operator as to whether the motor passed or
failed the current testing. If failed it will provide information on what condition failed.
Furthermore, the data from each test will be stored locally using a local database. This data will
then be accessible for future trend analysis using the supervisor user interface.
Figure 1 shows the overall layout of the project. Each layer shown will be discussed in
detail below. The layers will be described in terms of its job, components used, and how it
connects to the system. Moreover, each stage of the project will be explained using its relation to
the data flow as in generating stage, transferring stage, displaying stage, storing stage and
retrieving stage.

Figure 1 - Overall Project Layout
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Layer 1: Hardware

Figure 2 - Block Diagram of Design

The hardware section of this project is relatively simple. The block diagram for the
system is shown above in Figure 2. The microprocessor used is an ATmega328 which is
contained in the Arduino Nano. The microprocessor controls all of the processes involved in the
current testing. The Arduino is connected to the PC by use of a serial port, and the operator’s
user interface on the PC will send a signal to the Arduino to start the testing process. A current
sensor, INA219, is connected to two analog pins on the Arduino Nano. The INA219 is a highside current shunt monitor with I2C interface. A simplified schematic of this chip is shown in
Figure 3. Attached to the INA219 chip is a 0.1-ohm sense resistor. A screw terminal is attached
to each side of this sense resistor through which the motor is connected to the system. Once the
testing starts, the Arduino will check if the motor is appropriately connected and will start
reading the clockwise direction current values from the current sensor. While reading the current
values, a comparison algorithm is used to determine the maximum and the minimum values to
generate overall range. After completing one rotation in the clockwise direction, a change of
direction will be effectuated by the relays which are controlled by two Arduino digital pins. Once
the flow of current is reversed in the motor, the device will once again start reading current
values, this time in the counter-clockwise direction. The same methods used in the clockwise
direction are used to read and test the counter-clockwise direction. Throughout the process, the
microprocessor will send the real time data to the PC to display to the user. To make the user
interface layout easy to manage, the displayed data will be rounded to the integer values.
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Figure 3 - INA219 Simplified Schematic

The final hardware for this device is shown in Figure 4. The final schematic was
incorporated in a printed circuit board. The designed board is two layers, and the top and bottom
layers are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 respectively. Figure 7 shows a 3D view of the printed
circuit board with the components populated. The PC used in this project was designed in-house.
This was done to ensure that the PC and device could be incorporated with one another. Space
was saved within the PC case to allow room to place the hardware of the device. An internal
USB connection to the motherboard was used to connect and power the Arduino. Furthermore,
the 12-volt line of the PC was used to power the motor.

Figure 4 - Hardware Schematic
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Figure 5 - Top Layer of PCB

Figure 6 - Bottom Layer of PCB
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Figure 7 - Populated PCB 3D View

Layer 2: Serial Communication
Serial communication is a two-way method used as a data transfer stage between the
hardware and worker graphical user interface. This is done through use of the serial
communication port on the Arduino and the internal USB of the PC. Each way of the serial
communication serves a specific task. The data flow from the worker graphical user interface to
the hardware controls the hardware’s start and restart processes. Since there are only two
commands to control, these tasks are accomplished using arbitrary numbers. The number two (or
50 in ASCII) is used as a start command to start the Arduino process while the number three (or
51 in ASCII) is used as a restart process command. Using specific commands for the worker
graphical user interface to control the hardware, eliminates unintentional starting or restarting of
the process from random data on the communication bus. The data flow from the hardware to the
worker graphical user interface transfers the current measurements. The current measurement
data in each motor direction is displayed as real-time data in the worker graphical user interface.
The data from the current measurements will be transferred every 500 milliseconds for 70
seconds. Seventy seconds is the time it takes for these motors to complete a rotation. Each
direction of the motor holds two values, the maximum current and the current range both in
milliamps. One data packet holds nine integers, five for the maximum current and four for the
current range.
The maximum current values vary between 90.00 and 300.00 milliamps, which will be
broken into an integral part and fractional part for easier layout management. The current range
values vary between 10.00 and 50.00 milliamps, which will also be broken into an integral part
and fractional part. After the first 70 seconds, the current values for the other direction of the
motor will be transferred following the same method.
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Layer 3: Worker Graphical User Interface
The worker graphical user interface is the first front end stage in the project. This is the
only stage where the operator can interact with the hardware. The full layout of the worker
graphical user interface is shown in Figure 8. The operator can start the process by first scanning
the motor ID. The scanned ID will be displayed in the motor ID region of the interface. Next, the
operator can start the current measuring process by clicking the start button in the interface. Once
the test begins, the time will start counting down, and the clockwise current measurements will
be displayed in the CW region of the interface. When the clockwise direction is done, the
counter-clockwise direction will automatically start, and the current measurements will be
displayed in the CCW region. After the testing finishes, a backend code will compare the current
values to the maximum 150 milliamps and 30 milliamp range. The device will then make a
decision and display it to the operator in the testing process region with a blinking color based on
the final decision.
There are three more user control buttons which the operator can use. One of these
buttons is a plus sign which allows the user to test a new motor. This button clears all of the
fields and restarts the timer. Another button gives the operator an option to minimize the testing
screen without stopping the process. The final button is an option to close the program
completely. In addition, limitation capability was added to the buttons to prevent disturbance of
the process, failure of the system, and storage of bad data to the database. The operator cannot
start the testing process without scanning the motor ID. Furthermore, they cannot close the
program during a test or start a new test while an old test is still running.

Figure 8 - Worker Graphical User Interface
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Layer 4: Database
The database used in this project is a local database built on the operation computer. It
consists of a table with eight columns that hold motor ID, test date, test time, clockwise
maximum current, clockwise current range, counter-clockwise maximum current, counterclockwise current range, and motor status.
The data is stored using a backend code in the worker graphical user interface which is
initialized as soon as the testing has finished. The data is stored in the database using jdbc java to
database connector. Immediately after the data is stored, the data can be retrieved through the
supervisor graphical user interface. Figure 9 shows the table used in the project with two rows
filled to show the data orientation in the database.

Figure 9 - Database Table

Layer 5: Supervisor Graphical User Interface
The supervisor user interface works as a retrieving stage for the testing data generated in
the previous stages. It is located in a different computer, and is connected to the system only
through the database. It is meant to supervise the work done and make the data available for use
in future trend analysis. The supervisor interface has the capability to search using multiple
methods for easier data retrieval. The user can search for a specific motor using “motor ID”
method, “date” method, “pass motors” method or “fail motors” method. Also, a search control
area will give the user more control over the search method chosen by limiting the search to
show the results for the last 10 motors, last 20 motors, or all tested motors. Figure 10 shows the
search methods in the user interface.

Figure 10 - Available Search Methods
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When a search is made, a table will appear with all of the results shown allowing the user
to view the relative data of the searched motors and modify the search if needed. Figure 11
shows the full layout of the supervisor interface, the controlling area, and the results table. The
search used for this was the “pass motor” method.

Figure 11 - Supervisor Graphical User Interface

After a search is complete, the user has the option to select specific results by checking
the box next to that motor. The user can also select all of the results by checking the “select all
motors” box at the bottom of the list. After selecting the wanted results, the “make a report”
button can be used to generate a printable report which will be saved in pdf format. Figure 12
shows the generated report with all of the data selected by the user.

Figure 12 - Generated Motor Results Report
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Measured and Simulated Results
The prototype for this product was done using a breadboard, Arduino and INA219
breakout board. A lot of measurements were taken of both properly operating motors and
improperly operating motors. The data from these measurements were exported to Matlab and
graphs of each motor’s current were generated. An example of a properly operating motor is
shown below. Figure 13 shows the graph in the clockwise direction, and Figure 14 shows the
graph in the counter-clockwise direction.

Figure 13 - Clockwise Current Graph

Figure 14 - Counter-Clockwise Current Graph

While these graphs weren’t used in the final product, they were useful in determining
important parameters. One of these was the large current that was observed at the beginning of
the clockwise direction measurements as seen in Figure 13. This current was determined to be
inrush current which happens on motor startup. The motor windings typically have low
resistance, and when the voltage is initially applied, the current is large. As the armature starts to
move, a reverse electromagnetic field build up rapidly across the armature which brings the
current to the steady-state value. Because of these results, a delay was added in the software to
account for this inrush current. Another parameter that the initial testing was helpful in was
current spikes that were observed in the graphs. It was determined that these spikes were from
the gears rotating inside the motors. When the teeth from one motor gear disconnected from
those of another gear, resultant current spikes appeared. Because of these results, an averaging
algorithm was added to the software which took a rolling average. This is similar to the process
that an ammeter uses, and would average the current of successive values just enough to
eliminate the spikes, but not affect the overall pass/fail result of the motor.
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Critical Evaluation of Design and Summary
This device has provided Bison Gear and Engineering Corporation with a redesigned,
fully-automated current sensing method which will not only increase efficiency, but will also
save time and money. While the device has been thoroughly tested, only six motors were
received from the client so further testing may be needed to ensure reliability across all motor
conditions.

Benefits and Limitation of Design
This product is easy to operate. It provides the operator with easily connectable motor
leads, and automatically tests the current in the clockwise and counter-clockwise direction. Also,
it will notify the user if the motor has passed or failed the test using a flashing green or red light.
Furthermore, this design provides a serialized motor current storage and retrieval system. This
system will allow for much needed trend analysis, and will also provide feedback on returned or
malfunctioning motors. This product will increase the efficiency of this test because it allows the
operator to perform other tasks while the device is running. This will effectively relieve the
bottleneck that presently exists due to the manual current testing device. This device will also
increase reliability of the current testing. Looking at the old analog device, the current
measurements are simply recorded from the operator’s observation of the analog meter. This
observation is simply based on perception. The probability of recording a false measurement is
high for the small data range considering that just a few milliamps can be the difference between
a motor passing or failing. These untrue measurements could cost Bison Engineering and Gear
Corporation more money and time. On the other hand, the new device provides highly precise
measurements that will be done digitally reducing the chance of error. Overall, the new design
will reduce the probability of false measurements, will lower production time, and will make the
data digitally available for future use.
While there were not many limitations to this product, the limitations that did exist had to
do with the sponsoring company, Bison Gear and Engineering Corporation. Part orders had to be
placed through several departments at the company, and the time between order placement and
receiving was weeks more than the actual shipping speed. This resulted in many delays which
faulted the overall progress of the project. Despite these delays, enough time was allocated
during the planning stage that this delay did not have too much effect on the final product.

Potential Problems
Based on the FMEA test (Appendix Table 4, Table 5), the team agreed to draw the line
between acceptable and unacceptable problems at 12 RPN. Fortunately, all of the potential
problems could be solved in the design stage. The main problem was related to the current
sensing technique along with the algorithm used by the microprocessor to make the decision.
This was solved in the first step of the design stage. Installing the most precise sensing
components and writing the proper processing algorithm, reduced the severity score from 5 to 2,
and therefore reduced the overall RPN score to 8, which would be an acceptable score. The other
potential problems were environment related problems. Since the device will be operating in a
high dust environment, a filter is needed which would allow air to get to the system while
blocking dust. This was accomplished by purchasing a case that included a filter. The case was
used to hold all of the system components, and thus preventing dust from reaching these
components. This action reduced the severity score from 4 to 1, and the overall RPN score to 4
making this potential problem an acceptable one.
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Intellectual Property Issues
In order to avoid patent infringement, a freedom to operate patent search was conducted.
The patent US 7,873,581 “Method and system for determining the reliability of a DC motor
system” is a method for determining the reliability and remaining lifetime for a dc motor based
on historical data. The newly designed device has similarities to the product the patent US
7,873,581 covers but has fundamental differences. US 7,873,581 uses archived data to determine
reliability and remaining lifetime for a dc motor while the product designed for Bison Gear and
Engineering Corporation actively measures the dc motor current to deliver a pass or fail
condition. After analyzing the claims of US 7,873,581, it was determined that the product does
not infringe US 7,873,581 patented process’s claims. US 7,423,403 “Motor control system” is a
patented process used to convert a measured current to a proportional voltage that is used for
motor control. The product designed for Bison Gear and Engineering Corporation measures a
voltage drop across a resistor and coverts that voltage to a proportional current. The two methods
are fundamentally different. After analyzing the claims of US 7,423,403 it was determined that
the product does not infringe US 7,423,403 patented process’s claims
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Estimated Budget and Timeline
This project was sponsored by Bison Gear and Engineering Corporation. The price of this
project was split up in three tables below. Table 1 shows the price of the initial prototype that
was made. For this project, a final printed circuit board design was fabricated. The cost of this
and the associated components are shown in Table 2. For this project a computer was built, and
the price for this can be found in Table 3. The overall cost of the project came out to be $1072.78
which was about $900 under-budget.
Item

Supplier

Part Number

Quantity

Unit Price

Total

Arduino Mega

Digikey

1050-1018-ND

1

$51.91

$51.92

12V Power Adapter

Digikey

T1282-ND

1

$18.28

$18.28

Analog Parts Kit
INA219 Breakout Board
Relay Board
22 AWG Grey Wire
Male-Fem Jumpers
Fem-Fem Jumpers

Digikey
Digikey
Amazon
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey

1286-1039-ND
1528-1168-ND
SRD-12VDC-SL-C
C2004S-100-ND
1471-1231-ND
1471-1230-ND

1
1
1
1
2
1

$64.99
$9.95
$6.20
$17.98
$3.06
$3.06
TOTAL

$64.99
$9.95
$6.20
$17.98
$6.12
$3.06
$178.50

Item

Supplier

Part Number

Quantity

Unit Price

Total

Arduino Nano
16 Pin Header
INA219
Barcode Scanner
12V Relay
Screw Terminal
0.1 Ω Sense Resistor

Newegg
Digikey
Digikey
Newegg
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey

9SIA29716H2780
S7049-ND
296-27899-1-ND
N82E16838129273
PB1321-ND
ED2580-ND
WSLG-.10CT-ND

1
2
1
1
2
1
1

$9.89
$1.27
$2.46
$98.99
$1.16
$0.46
$1.16

$9.89
$2.54
$2.46
$98.99
$2.32
$0.46
$1.16

100 Ω Resistor

Digikey

311-100FRCT-ND

2

$0.10

$0.20

1k Ω Resistor

Digikey

311-1.00KFRCT-ND

2

$0.10

$0.20

0.1 uF Capacitor

Digikey

399-1249-1-ND

1

$0.10

$0.10

NPN Transistor
Diode
PCB
Shipping

Digikey
Digikey
Sunstone

MPSA42FS-ND
1N4004DICT-ND

2
2
1

$1.80
$0.13

$3.60
$0.26
$208.15
17.43
$347.76

Table 1 - Prototype Budget

TOTAL
Table 2 - PCB Design Budget
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Item

Supplier

Part Number

Quantity

Unit Price

Total

Motherboard
Hard Drive
Processor
Memory
Power Supply

Newegg
Newegg
Newegg
Newegg
Newegg

N82E16813128565
N82E16822236339
N82E16819113326
N82E16820239613
N82E16817438017

1
1
1
1
1

$54.99
$53.99
$89.99
$34.99
$109.99

$54.99
$53.99
$89.99
$34.99
$109.99

DVD Drive

Newegg

N82E16827151279

1

$19.99

$19.99

Internal USB Adapter
Case
Keyboard/Touchpad
LED Monitor

Newegg
Newegg
Newegg
Newegg

N82E16812329093
N82E16811139018
9SIAAHH3YY7738
N82E16824009503

1
1
1
1

$5.44
$59.99
$42.16
$74.99

$5.44
$59.99
$42.16
$74.99

TOTAL

$546.52

Table 3 - Computer Design Budget

A timeline of the project progression is shown below. The milestones are sorted by
months beginning at the start of the design process.
October 19th, 2015: Accepted project from Bison
November 2015:
 Created protocol
 Identified shunt resistor as the most appropriate current sensing method
 Finalized budget
 Placed first parts order
December 2015:
 Determined accuracy of current sensing device
 Assembled initial prototype including Arduino and INA219
 Wrote software
January 2016:
 Tested initial prototype
 Updated software to include delay and rolling average
 Placed second parts order
February 2016:
 Designed user and supervisor interfaces
March 2016:
 Identified relays as the most appropriate device to switch current direction
 Final prototypes tested and determined to be in working order
 Computer parts ordered
April 2016:
 PCB designed
 Computer Assembled
 PCB and components ordered
April 29th, 2016: Final Report Due Date
May 6th, 2016: Senior Design Presentation
15

Conclusions
The success of this project can be measured in terms of reliability, schedule, cost, and
client satisfaction. The final product was constructed using high quality components with
simplicity and ease-of-use in mind. It was tested at great length to ensure that the results of each
motor test conformed to the specifications given by the client. The test device was completed on
schedule and with a fraction of the predicted budget. And lastly, in regard to the client's
satisfaction, all of the client's requests were incorporated into the final design with the addition
of other time saving features that weren't requested, such as the graphical user interfaces.
This project offered insight into the difficulties of designing a product in this setting.
Since this project was funded by Bison Gear & Engineering Corporation, it was required that
part orders filter through several departments after being delivered to the client. This process
caused time constraints, but can now be identified and planned for in the future. Additionally,
after visiting the facility where the test device would be used, it became obvious that the client's
needs were not completely expressed in the client's request. By experiencing the environment
first hand and asking informed questions, it was possible to develop a more complete problem
statement for the project.
Although it was a group project and tasks were often divided in areas of expertise,
everyone in the group was very involved in every aspect of the process. My contributions to the
project were very important to the project. As any member of the team, I was very devoted to it. I
helped with the organization and planning as well as overview the process and taking the
initiative in the hardware part of the project. Going back to last October, I was the one to contact
Bison Gear & Engineering Corp. to get the project for out group. We had to go to the company
several times to make sure it was clear to us all the specifications they needed the device to
include, to pick up motors for testing and to meet with the IT department regarding connection to
the server. From the beginning I was very involved in the hardware part of the design, testing
different current measuring sensors. Later on, I was mostly in charge of the testing data so I had
to show in Bison our progress which at the time was displayed in graphs similar to figures 12 and
13 above. Once we decided the INA 219 current sensor was the best choice to use for the current
measuring, I also helped with the Arduino programming. All the other software was done by
other members of the group. We also thought of several designs for the finished product from a
closed device with a small screen to implement it in a computer. We explained them at Bison and
they chose the one they thought more appropriate for their purpose, space and budget. One that
was decided, the design of the printed circuit board was put together. I was in charge of printing
it with the help of Dr. Demir in the electrical engineering department. Once that is done,
everything is put together with PCB inside the computer’s box with the port accessible to plug
the motor in.
In the future, this project could be expanded upon by creating additional testing devices
for use at other assembly lines. Since the components and software have already been designed
and tested, reproduction would be relatively trivial.
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Appendix
Severity Definitions

Score
Range

Produce wrong results

5

Cause major
performance loss
Cause minor
performance loss
Unnoticed and has minor
effect on performance
Unnoticed and has no
effect on performance

4
3
2
1

Frequency Definitions

Score
Range

Possibility of occurrence
for each step of one test
Possibility of occurrence
for each test
Possibility of occurrence
every other test
Possibility of occurrence
once every day of use
Possibility of occurrence
once every 500 tests

5
4
3
2
1

Detectability Definitions

Score
Range

Failure not known before
one week of use
Failure not known before
one day of use
Failure not known before
five motors checked
Failure known to operator
before making decision
Failure known to operators
immediately

5
4
3
2
1

Table 4 - FEMA Definitions

Potential
Failure Mode
Motor fails test
but should
pass
Motor passes
test but should
fail

Cause

Impact

Wrong
data
gathering
Wrong
data
gathering

Costs time &
money to
disassemble

5

1

4

20

Get return
shipment

5

1

3

15

Testing device
stops working

Power
issues

Costs time
(using old
device)

4

1

1

4

Connection to
server lost

Software
bug

Delay data
transfer

2

2

2

8

Barcode
scanner stops
working

Power loss,
dust on
surface

Incomplete
data transfer

2

2

1

4

Dust inside
system

Filter

Ruin inside
components

4

1

4
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Severity Frequency Detectability RPN

Table 5 - FEMA Results
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Action
Install the most
accurate current
sensor
Install the most
accurate current
sensor
Add emergency
power supply
Restart
software
regularly
Restart system/
clean scanner
surface
Allow
replacement
filter

